7

ways
a folder
inserter can
change your
#worklife
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You can stuff envelopes 10x
faster with a folder inserter.
Imagine assembling all of your
monthly invoices, statements, and
marketing materials in under an
hour! Our folding machines fold,
sort, stuff, and seal envelopes, so
the mail gets out much faster.
Getting the mail out faster means
getting invoices paid quicker and
more time for other projects.
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You can save hours of
time every week by using
a folder inserter.
Time is a commodity for small businesses.
Employees carry greater workloads, extra
responsibilities and time-intensive tasks,
like folding mail and stuffing envelopes.
Small businesses can save up to 8 hours
by processing mail with a folder inserter.
That’s an entire workday! Instead, you can
book some appointments, connect with
your team or schedule that long overdue
doctor’s appointment.

You can save money
using a folder inserter.
Whether you’re a small business or a lean
start-up, you are probably very familiar
with bootstrap budgets. A folding machine
makes a good return on investment,
saving businesses hundreds of dollars in
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productivity and labor costs each month

and reducing days outstanding so you can
get paid sooner.

You can fold any type
of mail. (Except origami!)
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Folder inserters can handle all
common types of envelopes and a
wide range of papers and document
folds, from c-fold and accordion to
parallel or no fold at all. Plus only
Quadient tests your mail on our
machines before you buy, so you can
be sure it’s processed perfectly.

You can stuff and seal
1,300+ envelopes an hour.
(Yup, one hour!)
Hours spent preparing mail is a thing
of the past. Folder inserters have
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multiple paper feeders and envelope
stackers that automatically adjust, so
you really can program a job and still
have your hands free to answer calls,
respond to emails or eat lunch while
the mail gets done.
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You can set it up without
any help from IT!

Quadient folder inserters are office friendly
and easy to use. A local Quadient service rep
will install your folder inserter without any
IT help so you'll be up and running quickly. And
thanks to the guided setup and large touch
screen, you'll have everyone in the office
using it. Don't be surprised to see
employees lining up!

You can stop stuffing.
A folder inserter puts an end to
company-wide manual stuffing. And
that’s a good thing! Today’s businesses
are held to a high standard for
protecting consumer data, including
mail correspondence. Folder inserters
use barcoding technology to avoid
manual folding errors. So when it
comes to teamwork, you can still
gather everyone together for a pizza
party, but you can use that valuable
time together to expand the business
or share expertise.
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About Quadient
Quadient is the driving force behind the world’s
most meaningful customer experiences. By
focusing on four key solution areas including
Customer Experience Management, Business
Process Automation, Mail-related Solutions, and
Parcel Locker Solutions, Quadient helps simplify
the connection between people and what
matters. Quadient supports hundreds of
thousands of customers worldwide in their quest
to create relevant, personalized connections and
achieve customer experience excellence.
Quadient is listed in compartment B of Euronext
Paris (QDT) and belongs to the SBF 120 index.
For more information about Quadient,
visit quadient.com.

